Lb7 fuel filter upgrade
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Spanning six different variations and nearly 20 years of production, the LB7 has certainly
proved to be a reliable and durable platform. By the end of its production in , the LB7 got a
sizeable power increase to hp and lb-ft. Outside of a number of common problems which are
mostly resolved today, the LB7 Duramax is a stout engine with good reliability and performance
for its age. The LB7 utilizes direct injection which means that fuel is injected directly into the
cylinders rather than into the intake manifold where it is then routed to the cylinders. Direct
injection requires the fuel to be injected at extremely high pressures. The LB7 uses a 23,psi rail
along with a Bosch CP3 injection pump, also known as a high pressure fuel pump. Aside from
the carbon buildup caused by DI, the fuel injectors themselves are also very common failure
points, even on non-GM engines. The LB7 injectors had two potential design flaws that could
cause injector failure. The first has to do with the internal ball seat inside the injector which
would erode and deteriorate from normal wear and tear which would then cause the injector to
leak. Secondly, the injector itself was prone to cracking. Both cracked and leaking injectors
affect fuel delivery and can cause significant performance issues as air to fuel ratios get out of
wack. The injector issues were purely the result of a flawed design. Due to commonality of the
problem, Chevy designed new injectors and offered a special warranty of 7 years or , miles. In
most cases, any LB7 on the road should have had the new injectors installed by now. Operating
at 23,psi, these injectors along with the CP3 pump are under significant amounts of stress. And
unfortunately, this is an extremely expensive replacement. Outside of the injector cost
themselves, labor requires about 16 hours of work since they sit underneath the rocker covers
and dozens of parts need to be removed to access them. Water pump failure is common across
just about every Duramax out there. The LB7 water pump actually has an impeller which is
made out of cast-iron instead of plastic which GM switched over to around on the Duramax 6.
The water pump has a seal on the side of it which is there to hold the pressure from the
spinning shaft inside of it. From normal wear and tear over time the seal becomes defective and
will cause a coolant leak. Outside of the coolant leak, the lost pressure of the system will
prevent the LB7 from effectively pushing coolant throughout the cooling system, resulting in
the engine easily overheating. Going with a TIG welded water pump is a great option especially
for those looking to push some extra power with a tune and bolt-on mods. The LB7 uses an
injection pump, or high pressure fuel pump, to send fuel from the gas tank to the fuel injectors.
As part of the fueling system you have a fuel filter and filter head which filters fuel before the
fuel is sent through the lines to the injectors. On the LB7, the fuel lines are occasionally known
for leaking. However, the majority of LB7 fuel leaks are caused by the filter housing. The head of
the housing uses multiples o-rings to seal the pump. Over time through natural wear and tear
these o-rings deteriorate and allow fuel to leak out. Fuel leaks obviously affect fuel delivery to
the engine and can also cause air to get into the fuel lines. As you can imagine, leaking fuel and
air in the lines will lead to various performance issues. Your two replacement options are either
to buy a new head assembly or simply buy a rebuild kit and replace the o-rings, gaskets, bolts,
etc. Neither of the options are very expensive so I usually recommend replacing the whole
assembly for piece of mind. Head gaskets are common failure points on the LB7 for a variety of
reasons. The excess heat is thought to cause this problem some of the time. However, the
majority of the time an LB7 blows a head gasket, the design of the gasket itself is to blame. GM
used a steel gasket with a containment ring for each cylinder. The containment ring had ridges
in it around the cylinder bore. These ridges are thought to be the main contributing factor as the
gasket naturally deteriorates over time. The ridge would allow pressure to squeeze between the

gasket layers and therefore create a leak. Leaks can either occur outwards, where coolant leaks
on the outside of the block, or be internal where it leaks into the cylinders. Another commonly
reported problem is the LB7 frequently overheating while towing heavy loads. While
overheating can also be caused by a bad water pump, this overheating is mostly thought to be
from a faulty fan clutch. The fan clutch, or simply engine fan, is responsible for providing both
cooling and heating effects to an engine. While the engine is cold the fan will not spin, allowing
the engine to heat up more quickly. Once the engine reaches normal operating temperatures the
fan will kick in to assist the cooling system in preventing the engine from overheating. When the
fan fails to kick in at normal operating temps, the cooling system becomes ineffective at
keeping the engine at normal operating temps, causing overheating. The second potential
cause of overheating on the LB7 is a dirty radiator. Naturally over time the radiator will pick up
gunk, dirt, and various other particulates. As this happens, the effectiveness of the radiator
decreases which can then result in overheating as well. As mentioned, this has mostly been a
problem for folks when they are towing heavy things. Since the LB7 is a bit behind the
performance curve compared to more modern diesel engines, performance modifications are
common. Once you reach the rwhp mark, the LB7 is very prone to bending rods and also
snapping crankshafts. Additionally, more power requires more fueling and more cooling.
Running serious power will put a strain on your injectors which are already a common failure
point and expensive replacement. Alongside fueling, the cooling system will be more stressed
as well and the smaller clutch fans on the LB7 might have a hard time keeping the engine cool.
Secondly, while the Allison transmissions are fantastic in stock applications, they do not handle
additional power very well. The A1k is capable of handling about an additional hp before it will
begin limp mode-ing frequently. The LB7 is a great engine, when it is stock. Most of the injector
issues and head gasket faults should be fixed in these trucks now given their age. Where the
LB7 loses reliability is under additional power. The crankshaft and rods are problem areas
under serious power. Additionally, fueling and cooling will become a common failure point as
well along with the Allison transmission. Overall, the LB7 is a strong contender for older diesel
engines. For anyone looking for a budget diesel, look no further. Given the age of these engines
today, you should expect problems and understand there will be maintenance needed. Is there
any word on whether the head gasket will or has been redesigned? Eric, I had a similar problem
in losing coolant. Thought that I had a blow head gasket and it turned out to be two injector
cups leaking and pressurizing the coolant system. Had to pull both heads and have them
rebuilt. We have a Duramax HD that he just put all new injectors in. Any advice? I still have the
same problem. I am loosing coolant. When my low coolant warning message comes on I add
about a quart. Mechanics have done pressure test done twice to try and find the leak, but tests
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utilizes direct injection which means that fuel is injected directly into the cylinders rather than
into the intake manifold where it is then routed to the cylinders. LB7 Faulty Fuel Filter Housing
Symptoms Fuel pump loses prime making the engine hard start Low fuel rail engine codes
Engine misfires, shaky idling, performance issues Your two replacement options are either to
buy a new head assembly or simply buy a rebuild kit and replace the o-rings, gaskets, bolts, etc.
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is your number one source for high-performance parts and maintenance supplies for your
Chevy or GMC Duramax diesel truck. Click on the category of your choice and get started
browsing our huge selection of power-adding product including cold air intakes, turbo kits, and
plug-in tuners; replacement parts like our improved EGR coolers, replacement fuel injectors;
along with all the gaskets and seals you need for a leak free engine. We can even get you the
tools required to get the job done right the first time. If you have any questions about the
products that we carry, give one of our on-staff Duramax experts a call, send us an email, or
chat with us live on our website. To get the best performance from your Chevy or GMC Duramax
diesel engine, it needs the densest and coolest air in the smoothest way possible. Sinister
Diesel can provide you with Duramax air intake No Image Available. Braking System. On larger
commercial diesel trucks, heavy-duty Oil Filtration Systems are a necessity given the durability
expectations of those engines. Just like those engines, proper fluid filtration is vital The stock
EGR cooler that comes equipped on your GM Duramax engine can divert up to half of the
exhaust into the intake to help reduce emissions during everyday driving. A good maintenance
schedule is the best way to keep your Duramax-powered Chevy or GMC truck on the road and

working hard. But years of abuse and high performance can eventually take its toll on From the
headers down to The diesel injectors used in the Duramax diesel engine are electronically
controlled and are more reliable than ever. But like nearly every other part of your truck, your
diesel injectors are The intercooler and charge piping system under the hood of your
Duramax-powered Chevy or GMC truck has an important job helping your engine make the most
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make sure you check out the packages below. No one but Sinister Diesel can make it easier to
order Modified Chevy or GMC Duramax diesel trucks can have a hard time getting every bit of
horsepower and torque to the wheels with a factory stock diesel transmission. Performance
Diesel Tuners for Your GM Duramax Unlocking the hidden potential from your Duramax diesel
has never been easier than with a plug- in performance tuner. Our diesel tuners can be
Choosing the right single or twin turbo kit is one of the most important, yet misunderstood,
technical aspects of Chevy and GMC Duramax turbo diesel performance tuning. With enough
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